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Abstract Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Net-

work Functions Virtualization (NFV) are the two fun-

damental paradigms that introduce concealed flexibility

in communication systems. 5G has adopted SDN/NFV

to make Network Functions (NFs) as virtualized soft-

ware modules which run on top of commodity hard-

ware. 5G aims to expand its reach to various busi-

ness verticals and serve diverse users using network slic-

ing which creates multiple logical networks on top of

a shared infrastructure. This paper proposes a novel

OpenNetVM based 5G framework (ONVM-5G) which

uses Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) for the com-

munication between the core NFs and thus, is a candi-

date solution for implementing 5G Core (5GC) in a box.

The proposed framework based deployment of network

slices enhances the user experience by reducing the la-

tency involved in performing various User Equipment

(UE) activities and increasing data plane throughput.

Moreover, ONVM-5G also helps in achieving the 5G

goals by allowing the network operators to efficiently

serve the users in small dense cells and make service

level isolation among the diverse users through network

slicing by providing a network in a box like deployment

of 5GC.
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1 Introduction

Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) enables Net-

work Functions (NFs) running on propriety and dedi-

cated hardware to be replaced by virtualized software

modules and makes them deployable over commodity

hardware. NFV being a key enabler for the realiza-

tion of 5G architecture involves virtualization of various

network function services constituting Control Plane

(CP) and User Plane (UP) of 5G Core (5GC). Net-

work slicing is a crucial part of the 5G architecture

that takes the benefits of NFV for adopting new ser-

vices with a wide range of requirements over the same

physical infrastructure. 5G architecture is designed to

provide support for three different generic services [1],

namely, enhanced Mobile BroadBand (eMBB), massive

Machine-Type Communications (mMTC), and Ultra-

Reliable Low-Latency Communications (URLLC), each

offering distinct Quality of Services (QoS) to their users.

These services can be accommodated in different net-

work slices of 5G system deployed where a specific slice

can handle the user requests of certain kind. Thus, us-

ing network slicing, 5G achieves service level isolation

among the users with the aim of efficient network uti-

lization. Also, 5G aims to provide better coverage for

various types of cells that differ in area and number of

users, while serving the users with high throughput and

low latency.

5G has evolved from the existing 4G Long Term

Evolution (LTE) by decomposing CP of LTE (Long-

Term Evolution) EPC-CUPS (Evolved Packet Core-
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Fig. 1: Service Based Architecture of 5G, evolving from the existing LTE EPC Architecture.

Control and User Plane Separation) architecture con-

sisting of MME (Mobility Management Entity), HSS

(Home Subscriber Server), SGW-C (Serving Gateway-

Control

plane), PGW-C (Packet Gateway-Control pane), and

PCRF (Policy and Charging Rules Function) NFs into

AMF (Access and Mobility Management Function), SMF

(Session Management Function), AuSF (Authentication

Server Function), UDM (Unified Data Management),

and PCF (Policy Control Function) NFs forming the
5GC CP. The UP of 5G architecture consists of a sin-

gle NF, namely, UPF (User Plane Function), which

is derived from SGW-U (Serving Gateway-User plane)

and PGW-U (Packet Gateway-User plane) NFs of LTE

EPC-CUPS as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, 5G helps in achiev-

ing scalability, performance, and flexibility by convert-

ing the existing monolithic network architecture into

micro-service based view of network composition to sup-

port flexible management capabilities, lightweight NFs

with improved deployability and interoperability.

OpenNetVM [2] is a scalable and efficient packet

processing framework that helps to steer packets be-

tween the NFs utilizing the principle of zero packet

copying. OpenNetVM leverages Data Plane Develop-

ment Kit (DPDK) [3] for high performance I/O and

uses its concept of establishing zero packet copy based

communication using the shared memory among the

NFs [4] to achieve low latency and high throughput,

thereby making it a candidate solution for implement-

ing the 5GC. Our proposed DPDK based 5G imple-

mentation (ONVM-5G) uses OpenNetVM for imple-

menting the 5G architecture [5], using shared memory

based communication among the 5G core NFs. We have

shown that the DPDK based 5GC helps in achieving the

various use cases of 5G, providing different deployment

scenarios for the network slices with different QoS. Pro-

posed implementation of 5GC helps in achieving lower

latency and higher throughput application-specific net-

work slices. Also, we have shown ONVM-5G based de-

ployment will be beneficial in setting up network-in-a-

box like architecture and providing the 5G services with

much ease through network slicing.

Rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2

describes background knowledge on 5G architecture and

explains OpenNetVM framework that uses DPDK as

the underlying principle for communication between NFs.

Section 3 depicts the scenarios considered for deploying

the different network slices in 5G using ONVM-5G. Sec-

tion 4 illustrates the experimental setup for deploying

the network slices using 5G Reference Point Architec-

ture, Service Based Architecture, and ONVM-5G and

compares the latency incurred in performing UE re-

lated tasks in different deployment scenarios. Section 5

provides various use cases of ONVM-5G where network

operators can provide the users with guaranteed QoS

in dense cells and can achieve service level isolation by

building network slices using ONVM-5G constituting

core network of 5G architecture.
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2 Background: 5GC Architecture and

OpenNetVM Framework

2.1 5G Architecture

According to 3GPP release 15, the architecture of 5G

consists of CP and UP where CP handles the processing

of UE control messages with the help of NFs, namely,

NSSF, NEF, NRF, PCF, UDM, AF, AUSF, and SMF

and UP entity, namely, UPF handles the forwarding

of data messages between the UE and DN. Based on

the way of communication between the NFs, two kinds

of 5G architectures are possible, to be specific Refer-

ence Point architecture and Service Based Architecture

(SBA). In Reference Point architecture, between each

pair of communicating NFs, a dedicated interface is cre-

ated, and NFs communicate with each other through

these interfaces. However, in SBA, each NF registers

its service with Network Repository Function (NRF).

NRF exposes the services registered by the NFs to all

the authorized NFs forming Service Based Interfaces

(SBIs). So in SBA, NFs communicate with each other

through SBIs for exposing their services as well as uti-

lizing the services offered by other NFs [6].

T

NF Manager (DPDK)

Shared Memory

Container 1 Container 2

Fig. 2: OpenNetVM Framework [2].

2.2 OpenNetVM Framework

OpenNetVM is a highly efficient packet processing frame-

work that significantly simplifies the development of

NFs. As shown in Fig. 2, NF manager is the key com-

ponent in the OpenNetVM framework performing the

main task of receiving packets from Network Interface

Card (NIC), configuring shared memory for the NFs,

and communicating with NFs through an API called

NFlib. Each NF has a transmit (T) ring and a receive

(R) ring for holding the packets. NF manager maintains

a flow table, performs NIC interaction for handling the

incoming and outgoing packets from NIC and handles

communication between the NFs by passing packet ref-

erence between the transmit and receive rings of the

NFs. In OpenNetVM, all the NFs run either as a pro-

cess or in a docker container on a single physical ma-

chine.

OpenNetVM uses DPDK library to directly capture

the incoming packets from NIC bypassing the kernel

and stores the packets in the allocated memory in a

huge page. OpenNetVM uses the concept of receive ring

and transmit ring attached with each NF which are

monitored by Tx threads of the NF Manager for pass-

ing the packet reference between the NFs. Rx thread

processes a batch of packets from the receive queue of

the NIC and examines them to route to the destination

NF.

3 Deployment of 5G Core (5GC) using

ONVM-5G

This section describes two deployment scenarios, namely,

centralized CP-UP architecture and distributed CP-UP

architecture as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively.

Fig. 3 shows one such deployment suited for URLLC

slice having all the NFs running on the same machine

while Fig. 4 shows the other scenario well suited for

bandwidth-thirsty services like eMBB having the data

plane running exclusively in a dedicated machine.

In both deployments, 5GC NFs AMF, SMF, AuSF,

and UDM forming the CP and UPF forming the UP are

implemented along with the UE related activities like

registration, session creation, modify session, sending

uplink/downlink data to DN and de-registration proce-

dure. All the implemented NFs are derived from LTE

EPC architecture [7]. These deployment scenarios are

realized with OpenNetVM framework for 5GC a.k.a.

ONVM-5G.

In OpenNetVM based implementation of 5GC, pre-

determined service IDs are given to each NF, so that

depending upon the type of packet, an NF can decide

the next action and next destination. Furthermore, an

NF knows service IDs of other NFs with which it com-

municates as well as whether destination NF is located

in the same machine or not. If the destination NF is sit-

uated in a different machine, source NF knows the link

to which the packet needs to be forwarded to. For exam-

ple, since AMF communicates with AuSF and SMF, it

knows their service IDs. If an initial registration packet

arrives at AMF, the destination would be the service ID

of AuSF, and if a session creation request needs to be

forwarded, the destination would be the service ID of

SMF. In Fig. 3, the data packet received by NF Man-

ager of machine-2 is sent to the receive ring of UPF

by the Rx thread directly. In Fig. 4, the data packet is

directly sent from machine-1 to the receive ring of the

UPF by the NF Manager running in machine-3.
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Fig. 3: Centralized CP-UP Implementation of 5GC.

Fig. 4: Distributed CP-UP Implementation of 5GC.

The following UE activities are performed over ONVM-

5G involving the CP and UP NFs, each having a dedi-

cated transmit ring and a receive ring.

1. Initial Registration: This procedure emulates activ-

ities indulged in the attachment of a UE to the

network including the initial exchange of UE infor-

mation, authentication, security setup, and location

update as shown in Fig. 5.

2. Session Creation: This procedure emulates UE per-

forming session creation and modifying session pro-

cedures as shown in Fig. 6 for UE.

3. De-registration: De-registration is responsible for dele-

tion of session created and complete detachment of

UE from the network.

In OpenNetVM based implementation of 5GC, in-

stead of point-to-point interfaces between the NFs, an

NF relies on the ONVM-manager for the transmission

of packets to the destination. OpenNetVM leverages

DPDK’s support for creating a shared memory region

using huge pages, allowing zero-copy access to the packet

data. Without DPDK, kernel-based sockets are used for

communication, where a packet first traverses to the

kernel and then kernel sends it to the user space. In

ONVM-5G based deployment packets directly arrive at

the user space bypassing the kernel, which can further

reduce the latency and increase the throughput.

RAN AMF AuSF UDM

Tx Rx Tx RxRx Tx

UE Initial Registration Complete

Fig. 5: UE Activity for Initial Registration in

ONVM-5G.
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3.1 Centralized and Distributed CP-UP Deployment

of 5GC

Centralized CP-UP deployment of 5GC consists of CP

NFs and UP NF which run in the docker containers

in privileged mode on the same physical machine using

OpenNetVM. The motivation for running the 5GC NFs

in the same physical machine is to get the advantage of

zero-copy packet transfers between NFs, which can re-

duce the communication latency drastically. This kind

of centralized implementation is more suitable for de-

vices performing mission-critical tasks in which there is

a requirement of minimal latency, forming the URLLC

services.

Distributed CP-UP deployment of 5GC is similar

to that of centralized CP-UP deployment with the only

difference in CP and UP separation as shown in Fig. 4.

The main inspiration for separating UPF from the phys-

ical machine on which CP is running is to show a proper

isolation of CP and UP so that 5GC is used as “net-

work in a box” with respect to CP. This implementation

provides flexibility to the operators in the placement of

UPF depending upon the service requirements and thus

providing eMBB devices with high data plane through-

put.

RAN AMF SMF UPF

Tx Rx Tx RxRx Tx

UE Create Session Complete

Fig. 6: UE Activity for Session Creation in

ONVM-5G

4 Experimental Setup and Results

In this section, we present experimental setup used to

evaluate the performance of proposed ONVM-5G frame-

work and compare it with other implementations that

do not rely on DPDK. We study the performance of

ONVM-5G deployment scenarios which use DPDK with

the Reference Point and SBA implementations of 5G

without DPDK and compare the performance in terms

of latency involved in performing the UE centric activ-

ities and data plane throughput.

Reference Point based deployment uses point-to-point

interfaces between the NFs as described by 3GPP. And

for realizing SBIs between the NFs in SBA-based de-

ployment, nghttp2 API library [8] is used which uses

HTTP2 for establishing REST-based communication

between the NFs. Consul [9] is used for implementing

NRF NF in SBA-based deployment, where each NF reg-

isters and communicates for fetching the information of

the other NFs present in the network. Consul is a tool

for service discovery and configuration. Consul is dis-

tributed, highly available, and extremely scalable. Con-

sul also provides several key features like service dis-

covery, health checking, key/value storage, multi data

centre configuration, and secure communication.

Each machine used in the testbed setup is equipped

with Intel Xeon Gold 6126 CPU (2.60GHz, 48 cores)

and two 1G NICs with Ubuntu 16.04. In ONVM-5G

based implementation of 5GC, each NF runs inside a

Docker container on a dedicated physical CPU core

in the privileged mode to ensure that all the contain-

ers have access to host machine resources like network

bandwidth and shared memory. The centralized and

distributed ONVM-5G implementations are evaluated

using a testbed setup with three and four machines, re-

spectively having shared memory based communication

between the NFs as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respec-

tively. The Reference Point based 5G architecture and

SBA are evaluated in a testbed setup having seven ma-

chines where each of the NFs is running on a separate

machine having socket-based communication between

the NFs without DPDK.

CP traffic contains initial registration traffic, cre-

ate session traffic, and de-registration traffic. CP traf-
fic is generated by the RAN simulator which simulates

various UE activities. For a UE, first a registration re-

quest is created at the RAN simulator which flows as

described in Fig. 5. Once initial registration is com-

pleted, create session is performed as specified in Fig. 6

followed by data transfer. After the data transfer, de-

registration procedure is carried out. To mimic realis-

tic scenarios, control traffic is generated continuously

which simulates concurrent users in the system, each

performing its activities. To vary the load on the core

NFs, we have varied the number of concurrent users

performing their activities from 1 to 100. To create

the UP traffic, ONVM-5G based implementations use

pktgen, while Reference Point and SBA implementa-

tions use iperf3. Pktgen is a DPDK based traffic gen-

erator that transmits and receives traffic to measure

the achievable throughput. For evaluating the perfor-

mance of deployment scenarios, machine-1 is used for

running RAN simulator which generates CP traffic and

DP traffic using Pktgen for UEs. In centralized CP-UP
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Fig. 7: UE Registration Time vs. Number of UEs.

scenario, traffic passes through machine-2, running the

core network, while machine-3 is used for running the

SINK node with pktgen for calculating DP throughput

for UE. In case of distributed CP-UP scenario, machine-

2 runs CP NFs, machine-3 runs UPF while machine-4

runs SINK node. To vary data traffic load, we varied

the number of concurrent users in the network as well

as the rate at which traffic generators generate traffic

from CP to UP. All the deployment scenarios are evalu-

ated based on two metrics: (i) Data Plane Throughput

and (ii) Latency incurred in performing UE activities.

We have evaluated the performance of ONVM-5G

based deployment scenarios with the following goals:

1. Demonstrate that ONVM-5G based deployments have

minimal latency for performing initial registration,

create session, and de-registration procedures by vary-

ing number of users.

2. Demonstrate that ONVM-5G based deployment gives

high data plane throughput per user.

3. Study data plane throughput improvement in ONVM-

5G based implementation with varying transmission

rates.

4.1 Result Analysis

In this section, we present the performance evalua-

tion of ONVM-5G, Reference Point, and SBA based

5GC while performing various UE activities.

4.1.1 Improvement in latency overhead

Fig. 7 shows the average latency incurred in per-

forming initial registration procedure for a UE in

ONVM-5G, Reference Point, and SBA based 5GC

by varying number of users from 1 to 100. The aver-

age latency incurred in performing session creation
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and de-registration procedure are shown in Fig. 8

and Fig. 9, respectively. Results demonstrate that

ONVM-5G based 5GC incurs low latency in per-

forming UE activities. Average latency incurred in

performing initial registration for 100 users in case

of ONVM-5G deployment is approximately 58% less

than that of Reference Point implementation and

approximately 68% less than that of SBA. In case

of create session procedure, average latency incurred

in ONVM-5G deployment for 100 users is approxi-

mately 72% less than that of Reference Point, and

approximately 83% less than SBA. For performing

UE de-registration procedure for 100 users, the aver-

age latency of ONVM-5G is approximately 56% less

than that of Reference Point, and approximately

63% less than that of SBA. The latency incurred

in completing the initial registration in centralized

CP-UP and distributed CP-UP scenarios remain the

same as there is no change in the positioning of the

NFs engaged in performing the UE registration. Dis-

tributed CP-UP based scenario has slightly higher

create session latency as UPF is running in a dif-
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ferent machine, adding a round trip time between

machine-2 and machine-3 to the create session la-

tency.

In scenarios having ONVM-5G based 5GC, NFs com-

municate with each other using shared memory cre-

ated in the huge page. When a packet arrives at the

NIC, the packet is stored in the shared memory. The

sender NF sends only the reference of the packet, un-

like the complete physical packet in kernel socket-

based communication in case of Reference Point and

SBA based 5GC. Communication overhead is more

in Reference Point based implementation, while in

ONVM-5G based deployment scenarios, NFs iden-

tify each other through service IDs assigned by the

NF manager and use the shared memory for com-

munication. When a packet arrives at the NIC, it is

given directly to the user space bypassing the kernel

in ONVM-5G based implementations, thereby re-

ducing the latency further. Thus, ONVM-5G based

network slice will be able to serve the delay criti-

cal services provided by 5G like V2X,Voice services

requiring lower latency overheads.
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4.1.2 Data plane throughput

For this experiment, UP traffic is emulated using Pkt-

gen in ONVM based 5GC and iperf3 in Reference Point

and SBA based 5GC. The transmission rate of both Pk-

tgen and iperf3 is set to 1 Gbps, which is the maximum

transmission capacity of NICs of the machines used. In

centralized CP-UP based implementation of 5GC, pkt-

gen, running in machine-1 transfers data packets to the

core network in machine-2 where the NF manager re-

ceives those packets from the NIC and stores them in
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Fig. 11: Aggregate Data Plane Throughput vs.

Transmission Rate of Traffic Generator.

the shared memory. Later, the NF manager passes the

packet references to UPF, and then UPF forwards the

original packets to the SINK node running with Pktgen

in machine-3 for calculating the data plane throughput

as shown in Fig. 3.

In distributed CP-UP based implementation of 5GC,

the only difference lies in sending the data packet di-

rectly to the machine-3 which runs UPF as shown in

Fig. 4. The DP throughput is measured in both cases

by varying number of concurrent UEs from 1 to 100 as

shown in Fig. 10. We find that ONVM-5G based deploy-

ment scenarios are capable of processing the packets at

a very high rate and thus achieving high data plane

throughput. Fig. 10 shows the data plane throughput

per UE when multiple UEs are connected to the same

5G network. When the number of UEs connected to the

5G network is increased, the throughput achieved by a

UE decreases as the network capacity is shared among

more number of UEs.

When the traffic generator is sending packets at a

rate of 1 Gbps, the UP NF, namely, UPF in 5G Ref-

erence Point and SBA-based deployments reach their

maximum processing capacity, i.e., they could only serve

at a maximum rate of 540 Mbps. Given the similar

CPU provisioning, ONVM-5G based deployment sce-

nario can handle the traffic at nearly 1 Gbps with some

real-time variations as shown in Fig. 11. In Reference

Point and SBA based 5GC, UPF listens to the socket for

a packet over N3 interface and then forwards it to SINK

through N6 interface, thus incurring high latency in

processing the data plane traffic. However, in ONVM-

5G based implementation, data plane traffic forward-

ing is handled by NF manager by just specifying the

service ID of the destination NF in packet descriptor

and sending only the reference of the packet to UPF,

which then sends actual data packet through NIC to
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Fig. 12: Network Slicing using ONVM-5G Architecture.

the destined Pktgen. This processing of the data plane

traffic in ONVM-5G bypasses the kernel, hence results

in low latency while forwarding the data plane packets

and therefore results in high data plane throughput. In

our experiments, we never be able to find any bottle-

neck for ONVM-5G based 5GC, as we were limited by

the transmission rate of 1 Gbps NIC. Hence, we believe

that given a NIC with high capacity, we can deploy a

ONVM-5G based network slice to meet the generic ser-

vices provided by 5G like eMBB and URLLC, requiring

high data plane throughput.

5 Application and Use cases for ONVM-5G

ONVM-5G, being a candidate solution for implement-

ing 5GC architecture providing ultra-low latency and
high data plane throughput is helpful in realizing var-

ious use cases of 5G. Here, we present some of the use

cases.

– Network Slicing: 5G is designed to support the

needs of various types of users where each type re-

quiring different QoS. ONVM-5G is capable of pro-

viding the support for creating different network

slices [10] as shown in Fig. 12, each supporting a

specific type of users with certain QoS. ONVM-

5G serves best for the devices requiring very low

network latency and high data plane throughput

in performing their activities. This includes devices

performing mission critical tasks forming URLLC

services, Internet of Things (IoT) devices forming

mMTC services, and AR/VR (Augmented/Virtual

Reality) devices and mobile edge applications form-

ing eMBB services.

URLLC devices require the type of networks offer-

ing very low latency in performing their tasks, while

AR/VR and mobile edge devices run bandwidth-

hungry applications. Thus, such devices can be con-

nected to the specific slice, with ONVM-5G forming

the core network of the system and performing all

the UE tasks with low latency and high throughput,

meanwhile achieving service level isolation between

the users.

Dense Deployment of Small Cells: The 5G archi-

tecture is designed to support small cells confined to

small areas and serving small number of users. Here,

we can have a Base Station to which all the users are

connected and forwarding the CP traffic to ONVM-

5G. Each such cell can have a single dedicated server

running the ONVM-5G with all the NFs forming a

network-in-a-box like system as shown in Fig. 13. Thus,

users, despite being present in the dense cell scenario,

will achieve low latency in performing their activities

and enjoy high data plane throughput from the net-

work.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we have successfully studied various de-

ployment of 5GC. It is observed that ONVM-5G based

deployment outperforms Reference Point and SBA-based

deployment in terms of network latency and data plane

throughput. Also, we have discussed how ONVM-5G

based 5GC helps in achieving some of the use cases of

5G by running the entire core network in a single server,

giving rise to network-in-a-box like deployment cases.

Thus, ONVM-5G is a prominent solution for serving

users requiring generic services like URLLC, mMTC,

and eMBB and also providing better network coverage

in dense deployment of small cells.
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Fig. 13: ONVM-5G Architecture in Dense Deployment of Small Cells.
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